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The WeatherShield freestanding showcase takes a
contemporary, sleek new design outlook on the traditional bulky
and plain outdoor showcase. The lightweight aluminium frame,
which can be purchased in various colours, adds a degree of fun
and excitement to a product which the eye can often overlook.
The profile of the aluminium was carefully designed to combat the
elements, as well as being customisable so that a group of
showcases could all be unique.
WeatherShields internal double rubber seal adds an extra
barrier against potential water ingress, and the double locks on the
frame add security to the items on display, as well as the WeatherShield
itself.

Frame: The door and the backboard frames have been expertly
designed especially for the WeatherShield using recycled aluminium.
The structure of the extrusions make them rigid and aesthetically
pleasing. The sides are joined together by corner caps and brackets to
give a solid structure. This is available in five different colours, and seven
different sizes.
Posts: Sturdy aluminium grey powder coated legs are supplied as either sunken posts or for surface mounting to customers pre-formed concrete base
Corner Caps: The door corner caps have been designed to continue the flowing shape of the frame and have been branded to show the identity
of the product. The internal caps have been injection moulded to slot tightly into the frame extrusions to give it maximum rigidity, and are
manufactured from UV resistant Polypropylene. The colours match the frame, except the anodised aluminium which has a charcoal cap.
Backing Board: The backboard is 8mm thick PVC board, which ensures a maximum level of water resistance. The felt cover is available in
a selection of colours which can be chosen by the customer to personalise the product.
The 3mm clear PETG sheet is shatter proof.
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